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Water damage can be terribly messy, even in the smallest of situations. It can , not only leave your
carpets looking bad, but it can actually lead to forms of health hazards. If wet carpet is ever left
unattended for a long period of time, it can potentially lead to additional problems like mold and
mildew. Mold and mildew can cause allergic reactions as well as lead to more significant problems
like lung disease. If your home or business has suffered from a significant amount of damage from
water, then it is absolutely vital that it be dealt within 48 hours of the carpet becoming wet.

To begin the remediation process, start by shutting off or blocking the water right at its source. After
the water has been shut off, assess the damage that has been done to discern what area needs to
be tended to first. Once this has been done, want to immediately begin removing as much excess
water from the carpet as you can. Known as extraction, excess water is typically removed using
high powered pumps or wet-dry vacuum units. After the water has been removed, it will be normal
to find the carpet still wet to the touch. The next step to the remediation process is to dry the carpet.
This can be done opening all windows and doors, and using fans that can help to circulate as much
air as possible while also removing excess moisture. When drying the carpet, itâ€™s best to remove the
carpet, being sure to let the carpet lay flat. If the carpet is not dried flat, it will be difficult reinstall as it
will no longer fit properly.

Another great thing to do is to actually pull up all of the carpet in order to dry and clean the flooring
that is underneath. Water that has been left under carpet is the perfect breeding ground for carpet
mold. Mold remediation in carpet is very difficult and it should really only be done by a professional
due to the health hazards. After everything has been said and done, be sure to have the carpet
professionally cleaned, disinfected, and sanitized. This will help to reduce any chance of mold
growing and eliminate any odors.

For more great information on how to repair water damage or the mold remediation process, be
sure to visit Able Restoration. Able Restoration has been in the business for nearly 40 years and
has a large team of experienced and knowledgeable experts ready to assist you!
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Ashley Ford - About Author:
Able Restoration is company based in Southern California.  They can help you with a Water
Damage and a Mold Remediation in San Diego County, Riverside County, Orange County and
areas of San Bernardino County.
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